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Abstract
System L is a linear version of Go¨del’s System T , where the λ-calculus is replaced with a linear calculus; or
alternatively a linear λ-calculus enriched with some constructs including an iterator. There is thus at the
same time in this system a lot of freedom in reduction and a lot of information about resources, which makes
it an ideal framework to start a fresh attempt at studying reduction strategies in λ-calculi. In particular, we
show that call-by-need, the standard strategy of functional languages, can be deﬁned directly and eﬀectively
in System L, and can be shown minimal among weak strategies.
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1 Introduction
Go¨del’s System T is an extremely powerful calculus: essentially anything that we
want to compute can be expressed [14]. A linear variant of this well-known calculus,
called System L, was introduced in [1], and shown to be every bit as expressive as
System T . The novelty of System L is that it is based on the linear λ-calculus, and
all duplication and erasing can be done through an encoding using the iterator.
There are many well-known, and well-understood, strategies for reduction in the
(pure) λ-calculus. When investigating deeper into the structure of terms, we get
a deeper understanding of reduction (and vice versa). For instance, calculi with
explicit resource management or explicit substitution enjoy a more ﬁne-grained
reduction. In a similar way, System L splits the usual λ in two diﬀerent constructs:
a binder, able to generate a substitution, and an iterator able to erase or copy
its argument. This entails a ﬁner control of these fundamentally diﬀerent issues,
which are intertwined in the λ-calculus. Having a calculus which oﬀers at the same
time a lot of freedom in reduction and a lot of information about resources makes
it an ideal framework to start a fresh attempt at studying reduction strategies in
λ-calculi.
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This paper is a ﬁrst step towards a thorough study of reduction strategies for
System L. The main contributions of this paper are:
(i) we present, and compare, diﬀerent ways of writing the reduction rules associ-
ated to iterators;
(ii) we deﬁne a weak reduction relation for System L (we call this new system weak
System L) similar to weak reduction used in the implementation of functional
programming languages, where reduction is forbidden inside abstractions;
(iii) we present reduction strategies for the weak reduction relation: call-by-name,
call-by-value, and call-by-need (emphasising this last one), proving that they
are indeed strategies in a technical sense. Since neededness is usually undecid-
able, extra features (like sharing graphs, environments, explicit substitutions)
are generally added to actually implement call-by-need. In contrast, for System
L, we can deﬁne call-by-need within the calculus in an eﬀective way.
(iv) we give a proof of minimality of the call-by-need strategy. It is well-known
that there exists no computable minimal strategy for the λ-calculus [5]. One of
the main contributions in this paper is a computable (and eﬀective) minimal
strategy for weak System L.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In the next section we present
some related work. In Section 3, we recall some background on rewriting and System
L. In Section 4 we discuss the issues about strategies and choices. In Section 5 we
deﬁne weak reduction in System L, and study diﬀerent weak strategies in Section 6.
Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper.
2 Related Work
In [4] (see also [5, Chapter 13]), a notion of L-1-optimal (or minimal 1 , in this
paper) strategy for the λ-calculus is deﬁned as a normalising strategy, minimal
with respect to the length of paths in the terms reduction graph. It was shown
that there exists no computable optimal L-1-strategy for the λ-calculus. One of the
main contributions in this paper is a set of computable minimal strategies for weak
System L (a version of System L where reduction is forbidden inside abstractions).
Weak System L is very much inspired in weak λ-calculi [20,21,3,6], weak reduc-
tions for functional programming languages [23] and lazy evaluation models [18,27].
In all these works reduction is forbidden inside abstractions and lazy evaluation is
achieved by enlarging the calculus with extra syntax (graph reductions [27], explicit
let bindings [3,20] or explicit heap [18]) to express sharing of subterm evaluation. In
this paper we present a set of minimal strategies for weak System L with the same
features as lazy evaluation: there is no loss of sharing except inside abstractions,
and we only reduce terms that are actually used, but we insist that our deﬁnition is
eﬀective, within the calculus. This is possible due to the ﬁner control of linear sub-
stitution and copying using the iterator, as opposed to the λ-calculus where these
1 In [15], the notion of minimality is diﬀerent.
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diﬀerent issues are mixed up.
The notion of reduction in System L, called closed reduction, is already weak
in the sense that it imposes strong constraints on the application of reduction rules
(see [11]). In this paper we deﬁne a weaker form of reduction: closed reduction with-
out reduction inside abstractions. The main motivation for this further constraint
is to deﬁne a simple computable minimal strategy for weak System L.
Some previous works studied the relation between recursion and iteration in
System T [22,8,24] showing that, in many cases, recursion is more eﬃcient than
iteration. We choose to use iteration in System L because it avoids the duplication
of a variable, and it is then more suitable within a linear setting, such as System
L. Thus, in this paper, eﬃciency should be understood in this setting: a linear
calculus with iteration. Another reason why we insist on using a linear discipline
(and thus an iterator instead of a recursor) is that eﬃciency in a linear calculus,
such as System L, can be measured by the number of steps to normalise terms,
because each reduction either decreases the size of the term (by linear β-reduction)
or increases it by adding the size of the iterated function (applying the iteration
reduction rule). This is no longer true in a non-linear setting, such as System T ,
where the number of reduction steps cannot be used as a measure of eﬃciency
(see [9] for a detailed discussion about the problems of naively using reduction steps
as a measure of eﬃciency in a non-linear calculus).
In general, call-by-need (and even minimal strategies) may copy expressions
in some situations (for example inside abstractions). Sharing of subterms across
diﬀerent instantiations of bound variables is addressed by optimal reduction strate-
gies [19,17,12,21,28]. Although this line of research applied to System L is a promis-
ing one, optimal reduction in this sense is not an issue in this paper: here we follow
the weak reduction approach, as is standard in the implementation of functional
languages [23].
3 Background
3.1 Rewriting
We brieﬂy recall some deﬁnitions, and refer the reader to [25] for more details.
Deﬁnition 3.1 An abstract reduction system (ARS) is a directed graph (A,→).
We write t → u if there is an edge in → from t to u. The reﬂexive transitive closure
of → is →∗, and ← is the inverse relation of →. A normal form is a t ∈ A such that
there exists no u such that t → u. We also write t →n u if t→ · · · →
︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
u.
Deﬁnition 3.2 → is said to have the diamond property 2 if, whenever u1 ← t → u2
with u1 = u2, there exists a v such that u1 → v ← u2. → is said to be conﬂuent if
→∗ has the diamond property. → is said to be strongly normalising if there is no
object admitting an inﬁnite →-reduction path.
2 This property is called CR1 in [25, Ex. 1.3.18], where “diamond property” means something else.
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Deﬁnition 3.3 A strategy for an ARS (A,→) is a sub-ARS (A,) of (A,→) (i.e.
such that  ⊆ →) with the same normal forms.
Note that this deﬁnition is more liberal than others (e.g. [5]), in the sense that
a strategy is not required to be deterministic.
Deﬁnition 3.4 A →-strategy  is normalising if all -reduction paths starting
from an object, which admits a ﬁnite →-reduction path to normal form, are ﬁnite.
It is minimal 3 if the length of any -reduction from an object a to a normal form
b is minimal among all possible →-reductions from a to b.
We do not want to recall too much about higher-order rewriting. The systems
deﬁned in this paper will ﬁt the framework of context-sensitive conditional expres-
sion reduction systems (CERS) [16]. In particular, the notion of residuals make
sense in these systems [7].
Deﬁnition 3.5 A redex is needed if some residual of it must be ﬁred in any reduc-
tion to normal form.
In [26], van Oostrom gives a method to reduce the global problem of proving
that a strategy is minimal (or maximal), to a veriﬁcation of certain properties of
local reduction diagrams. To avoid recalling all that work here, we combine some
parts of Theorems 1 and 2 of [26], as the following theorem, which will be used to
show the minimality of call-by-need among weak strategies (Theorem 6.8).
Theorem 3.6 Let  be a →-strategy. If, whenever s t → u, either u admits an
inﬁnite -reduction or there exists an r such that s →n r m u with n ≤ m, then
 is normalising and minimal.
3.2 System L
In this section we recall the syntax and reduction rules of System L [1]. Table 1
gives the syntax of System L. The set of linear λ-terms is built from: variables
x, y, . . .; linear abstraction λx.t, where x ∈ fv(t); and linear application t u, where
fv(t) ∩ fv(u) = ∅. Here fv(t) denotes the set of free variables of t. These conditions
ensure that terms are syntactically linear (variables occur exactly once in each term).
Since we are in a linear calculus, we cannot have the usual notion of pairs and
projections; instead, we have pairs and splitters which use both projections, as
shown in Table 1. A simple example is the swapping function (see below).
Finally, we have booleans true and false, with a linear conditional; and numbers
(built from 0 and S), with a linear iterator. Sn0 denotes n applications of S to 0.
The dynamics of the system is given by the set of conditional reduction rules in
Table 2. The system ﬁts in the framework of context-sensitive conditional expression
reduction systems (CERS) [16]. The conditions on the rewrite rules ensure that Beta
only applies to redexes where the argument is a closed term (which implies that α-
conversion is not needed to implement substitution), and only closed functions are
3 Minimality is called L-1-optimality in [5] and simply optimality in [28].
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iterated. Table 2 gives the reduction rules for System L, substitution is a meta-
operation deﬁned as usual. Reductions can take place in any context where the
conditions are satisﬁed.
Construction Variable Constraint Free Variables (fv)
0, true, false − ∅
S t − fv(t)
iter t u w fv(t) ∩ fv(u) = fv(u) ∩ fv(w) = ∅ fv(t) ∪ fv(u) ∪ fv(w)
fv(t) ∩ fv(w) = ∅
x − {x}
tu fv(t) ∩ fv(u) = ∅ fv(t) ∪ fv(u)
λx.t x ∈ fv(t) fv(t) {x}
〈t, u〉 fv(t) ∩ fv(u) = ∅ fv(t) ∪ fv(u)
let 〈x, y〉 = t in u fv(t) ∩ fv(u) = ∅;x, y ∈ fv(u);x = y fv(t) ∪ (fv(u) {x, y})
cond t u w fv(u) = fv(w); fv(t) ∩ fv(u) = ∅ fv(t) ∪ fv(u)
Table 1
Terms
Name Reduction Condition
Beta (λx.t)u −→ t[u/x] fv(u) = ∅
Let let 〈x, y〉 = 〈t, u〉 in w −→ (w[t/x])[u/y] fv(t) = fv(u) = ∅
Cond cond true u w −→ u
Cond cond false u w −→ w
Iter iter 0 u w −→ u fv(w) = ∅
Iter iter (S t) u w −→ w(iter t u w) fv(t) = fv(w) = ∅
Table 2
Closed reduction
We give some examples to illustrate the system:
• Swapping: swap = λx.let 〈y, z〉 = x in 〈z, y〉.
• Erasing numbers 4 : although we are in a linear system, we can erase (more pre-
cisely: consume) numbers by using them in iterators.
fst = λx.let 〈t, u〉 = x in iter u t (λz.z)
snd = λx.let 〈t, u〉 = x in iter t u (λz.z)
• Copying numbers: C = λx.iter x 〈0, 0〉 (λx.let 〈a, b〉 = x in 〈S a,S b〉) takes a
number n and returns a pair 〈n, n〉.
• Addition: add = λmn.iter m n (λx.S x)
• Multiplication: λmn.iter m 0 (add n)
• Predecessor: λn.fst(iter n 〈0, 0〉 (λx.let 〈t, u〉 = C(snd x) in 〈t,S u〉))
4 Some terms t can be erased with iter 0 t u, but only those such that the construction is well-typed.
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• Ackermann: ack(m,n) = (iter m (λx.S x) (λgu.iter (S u) (S 0) g)) n
System L is essentially a typed calculus (this further restriction still ﬁts in the
framework of CERSs), and most of the properties stated in the remainder of this
paper rely on this in a crucial way, although some properties are also valid in the
untyped calculus (this will always be stated explicitly). We write Γ L t : A if
the term t has type A in the environment Γ, where A is a linear type: A,B ::=
Nat | Bool | A −◦ B | A ⊗ B where Nat and Bool are the types of numbers and
booleans. The full details of the type system are not essential for the remainder of
this paper and are thus omitted. The type system, and further details, including a
type reconstruction algorithm, can be found in [2].
Lemma 3.7 System L is an orthogonal [16] CERS.
Proof. Apart from easy syntactic veriﬁcations, we have to notice that all descen-
dants of a redex are redexes. This comes from the preservation of linearity con-
straints, subject reduction [1], and the fact that a closed term cannot become open
during reduction. 
As a corollary, this reproves conﬂuence of System L [1]. We also recall from [1]
that typable terms are strongly normalising and:
Theorem 3.8 (Adequacy) If t is closed and typable, then one of the following
holds:
• L t : Nat and t →∗ Sn 0 for some integer n;
• L t : Bool and either t →∗ true or t →∗ false;
• L t : A−◦B and t →∗ λx.u for some term u;
• L t : A⊗B and t →∗ 〈u,w〉 for some terms u,w.
(For a proof, we refer the reader to the proof of Theorem 4 in [1].)
4 Intuitions and Choices
Here we emphasise what the exact choices are when deﬁning reduction strategies in
System L, in particular, from an eﬃciency point of view.
Eﬃciency.
Semantically, we have: iter (Sn0) u w = wn(u) (i.e. n copies of w applied to u).
However as shown in the given rewrite rules, we actually make use of n + 1 occur-
rences of w, and then throw one away. To circumvent this defect we change the
deﬁnition in order to stop at S 0 rather than 0:
iter 0 u w → u fv(w) = ∅
iter (S 0) u w → w u fv(w) = ∅
iter (S(S t)) u w → w(iter (S t) u w) fv(t) = fv(w) = ∅
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There is no strong motivation behind the condition on the second rule, except to
ensure the conservativity of the new rules with respect to System L. It is clear that
the last two rules split the previous one, and because there are only two cases to
consider in the pattern matching (S and 0) then this will not have any consequences
on any of the results of System L, which can be stated as follows:
Proposition 4.1 Let us call old−−→ the reduction relation deﬁned in Section 3.2 and
new−−→ the reduction relation with the modiﬁed rules for iter above. Then:
(i) if t new−−→ u, then t old−−→n u with n = 1 or n = 2;
(ii) if t old−−→ u, then there exists a w such that t old−−→∗ new−−→ w and u old−−→∗ w;
(iii) v is a new−−→-normal form if and only if v is a old−−→-normal form;
(iv) new−−→ is strongly normalising;
(v) if v is a normal form (for old−−→ and new−−→), then t new−−→∗ v if and only if t old−−→∗ v;
(vi) new−−→ is conﬂuent.
Proof.
(i) Straightforward.
(ii) The problem in this case is that a old−−→-redex is not necessarily a new−−→-redex:
if we have iter (St) u w old−−→ w(iter t u w), we know that t is closed, and
by adequacy (Theorem 3.8), t old−−→∗ Sn 0 for some n ≥ 0, so that, in the
case n ≥ 1, iter (St) u w old−−→∗ iter (Sn+1 0) u w new−−→ w(iter (Sn 0) u w) and
w(iter t u w) old−−→∗ w(iter (Sn 0) u w), and similarly in the case n = 0.
(iii) Consequence of Points i and ii.
(iv) Consequence of Point i and strong normalisation: suppose we have an inﬁnite
new−−→-reduction, then we obtain an inﬁnite old−−→-reduction.
(v) The “only if” part is a consequence of Point i. For the “if” part, assume
t
old−−→∗ v with v a normal form. Using Point iv, consider w such that t new−−→∗ w
and w is a normal form. By the “only if” part of this point, we know that
t
old−−→∗ w, thus v = w by the unicity of normal forms in System L (consequence
of the conﬂuence of System L).
(vi) Assume t new−−→∗ u1 and t new−−→∗ u2. By Point i, we also have t old−−→∗ u1 and
t
old−−→∗ u2. By conﬂuence, there is a w such that u1 old−−→∗ w and u2 old−−→∗ w.
Using strong normalisation, let v be the old−−→-normal form of w. Then, using
Point v, u1
new−−→∗ v and u2 new−−→∗ v.

Of course, if we are considering an untyped calculus, where non-terminating
computations can be represented, then old−−→ and new−−→ are not equivalent as we now
require to force more evaluation to complete the pattern matching: let Δ be the
term (λx.iter (S20) (λx1x2.x1x2) (λz.zx)) and Ω be the non-terminating (untyped)
term ΔΔ. Then iter (S Ω) I (λx.iter 0 I x) will terminate with the old system but
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not with the new. In other words, iter is now more strict in its ﬁrst argument. We
use this version, because eﬃciency is now an issue. From now on, → means new−−→.
Alternative iteration.
There are two ways of writing the rules for an iterator. The one given above (both
old−−→ and new−−→) which we shall call outer-iter (and denote →out) and also this one,
which we shall call inner-iter :
iter 0 u w →in u fv(w) = ∅
iter (S 0) u w →in w u fv(w) = ∅
iter (S(S t)) u w →in iter (S t) (w u) w fv(t) = fv(w) = ∅
We remark the relation with fold right and fold left for lists in functional program-
ming. These operators encapsulate recursion patterns on lists, in the same way as
an iterator on numbers encapsulates recursion patterns on numbers. The diﬀerence
between foldl and foldr is simply the order in which the elements of the lists are
accessed: left-to-right, or right-to-left. A left-to-right approach can start working
on elements of lists, even inﬁnite lists, whereas the right-to-left approach works well
in the ﬁnite case (i.e. it is strict in the list). The same reasoning applies to our
iterator. Of course, the origins of these operators on lists are indeed iterators on
numbers (primitive recursive schemes).
With the inner-iter reduction policy, iter is strict in its ﬁrst argument. For
example, in an untyped calculus, if the number is not terminating, then neither
is the iter (irrespectively of the evaluation order). This will not be a problem in
System L because it is a strongly normalising calculus.
Now we have a whole collection of strategies to look at: leftmost and outermost
with each of the alternatives gives diﬀerent strategies. For instance, if we use inner-
iter with leftmost reduction, then we get iter evaluated ﬁrst. If we have outermost
with outer-iter, then we compute the applications ﬁrst, etc. And of course, we are
interested in ﬁnding the “best” combination.
The next results show that extending System L with this new form of iteration
does not change the calculus itself (although it gives one more way to reduce itera-
tors), and that both ways of reducing iterators essentially use the same number of
steps when the number of iterations is known.
Lemma 4.2 For any number n ≥ 1, any term u and any closed term w, we have:
iter (Sn 0) u w out−−→n wn(u) n in←− iter (Sn 0) u w.
Proof. Straightforward by induction on n. 
Theorem 4.3 If we add the rules corresponding to inner-iteration (→in) to reduc-
tion rules of System L (→out), we get a new system (→i+o=→out ∪ →in) with the
following properties:
(i) subject reduction;
(ii) strong normalisation;
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(iii) conﬂuence;
(iv) the normal form of a term is the same using →out, →in or →i+o.
Proof.
(i) Subject reduction: Straightforward.
(ii) Strong normalisation: Adapt the proof for System T based on reducibil-
ity [14]. Let ν(t) bound the length of every normalisation sequence beginning
with t, and let l(t) be the maximal number of symbols in all reachable nor-
mal forms of t (there are ﬁnitely many thanks to Koenig’s lemma). We prove
that if t, u and w are reducible, then iter t u w is reducible, by induction on
ν(t) + ν(wn(u)) + ν(w) + l(t), where Sn(0) is the normal form of t.
(iii) Conﬂuence: Let us ﬁrst note that, because of inner-iter, we lose conﬂuence of
the untyped calculus. For example
w(iter true u w) out←−− iter S(true) u w in−→ iter true (w u) w.
Now for typed terms (System L), let us consider the only critical pair:
w(iter t u w) out←−− iter S(t) u w in−→ iter t (w u) v
Since t is closed and typable, then t →∗ (Sn0), therefore
w(iter t u w) iter t (w u) w
w(iter (Sn0) u w)
∗ 
iter (Sn0) (w u) w
∗ 
w(wn(u))
∗ 
= wn(w u)
∗ 
The result follows using Newman’s Lemma.
(iv) Normal forms: →out and →in can be seen as strategies of →i+o, i.e. the notion
of normal form is the same for the three reductions. For instance, consider a
term t, v a →i+o-normal form of t and w a →in-normal form of t (both exist
because →i+o is strongly normalising and →in ⊂ →i+o). But w is also a →i+o-
normal form of t, hence v = w since →i+o is conﬂuent (unicity of normal
forms).

Iteration vs. β-reduction.
In the linear λ-calculus, where each bound variable occurs exactly once, it is known
that all computation is useful and is used exactly once. In System L, this is true at
the level of abstraction, but we have the power of copying and erasing at the level
of the iterators. We therefore claim that the choice at the level of β-reduction is
inessential; what only matters is the choice in the iterator.
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Here we present several reduction strategies for iterators, following their coun-
terpart deﬁnitions for β-reductions in the λ-calculus and functional programming
languages. These reduction strategies are deﬁned for System L (where every term
is linear), thus the only problematic reductions are in the iterator case.
Basically, we have the choice to reduce as much as possible inside iterators before
ﬁring them, or not. But we also have the choice to give the preference to outer-iter
or to inner-iter. In fact, since the inner-iter reduction policy makes iter strict, it
makes a lot more sense to use either call-by-name and outer-iter together, or call-
by-value and inner-iter. Below, we only show the rules for the iterator, assuming
that it is properly lifted to any context.
Outer iteration by name.
Iteration by name reduces the leftmost outermost iterator ﬁrst. It is closely related
to Engelfriet and Schmidt’s outside-in derivation for context-free grammars or ﬁrst-
order recursion equations [10].
iter 0 u w → u fv(w) = ∅
iter (S 0) u w → w u fv(w) = ∅
iter (S(S t)) u w → w(iter (S t) u w) fv(t) = fv(w) = ∅
There is no syntactical constraint on w, so that outermost reduction is possible.
Inner iteration by value.
Iteration by value reduces leftmost innermost iterators ﬁrst. It is closely related to
Engelfriet and Schmidt’s inside-out derivations.
iter 0 u v → u fv(v) = ∅
iter (S 0) u v → v u fv(v) = ∅
iter (S(S t)) u v → iter (S t) (v u) v fv(t) = fv(v) = ∅
where v is some notion of normal form (in the sequel, it will be that of value).
5 The Weak System L
5.1 Weakness of System L reduction
Although reduction in System L is allowed in any context, in particular under
λ-abstractions, it is already somehow weaker than usual strong reduction for the
λ-calculus, due to the use of closed reduction (free variable conditions on the rules).
In particular, normal forms may still contain iterators. Note that we can however
always compute the weak head normal forms of closed terms (see [1]).
We note the following:
• Normal forms of closed terms of functional type may contain iterators. For in-
stance, T = λx.iter (S20) I x is a normal form.
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• We also remark that T could be an argument to a function, and thus values are
not the normal forms we could think of, even if we allow reduction under an
abstraction. In other words, there is no strategy that will always allow us to
avoid copying an iterator. For instance, in iter (S20) (λx.x) (λx.iter (S20) I x),
the argument λx.iter (S20) I x is a normal form, so it will be copied by the other
iterator no matter which strategy we are using.
5.2 Weak System L
In the λ-calculus, two views of the notion of function coexist. One of them is that
functions are ordinary syntactic objects, on which we can compute. The other sees
functions as abstract objects inside which it is not sensible to compute; as pieces of
programs which have to wait for their argument before executing. This opposition
can be seen in the following rule:
t → v
(ξ)
λx.t → λx.v
This rule is part of the λ-calculus, but a strategy of the λ-calculus is free to
contain it or not: in the ﬁrst case, the strategy is said to be strong, in the second, it
is weak. In general, weak strategies cannot reduce beyond weak head normal form,
thus they are not strategies of the λ-calculus in the sense of Deﬁnition 3.3.
Weak strategies are those used in functional programming languages [23,13]. In
fact, it is more convenient to see weak strategies of the λ-calculus as strategies of a
weak λ-calculus, along the lines presented in [21].
Here we present a weak version of System L (with outer-iter, so with the rules in
page 6), which we call weak System L with the same restriction as in ordinary weak
reduction: do not reduce under abstractions, i.e. we remove the (ξ) rule. Similarly,
reduction in the second argument of let constructs should also be prohibited. We
also forbid reduction inside pairs, so as to avoid computations in the ﬁrst argument
of let constructs that are not needed in order to reach a pair. We do allow reduction
under a S, though, as well as under cond and iter. The new calculus is deﬁned as:
Deﬁnition 5.1 The weak System L is the calculus with reduction →w, deﬁned
by allowing System L reduction → in any weak evaluation context W , deﬁned as
follows:
W ::= [ ] | W t | tW | SW | let 〈x, y〉 = W in t
| cond W u w | cond t W w | cond t u W
| iter W u w | iter t W w | iter t u W
There is still a lot of freedom to deﬁne strategies, in particular in the iter case.
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5.3 Conﬂuence
In the λ-calculus, it is well-known that removing the (ξ) rule leads to a non-conﬂuent
calculus, as evidenced by the following diverging pair, where I = λx.x (see e.g. [21]):
λy.y (I I) ← (λxy.y x) (I I) → (λxy.y x) I → λy.y I
This has led to the introduction of frameworks such as supercombinators or explicit
substitutions [21], which is not completely satisfactory either, because these systems
are usually more complicated. We have the same kind of restriction here, hence non-
conﬂuence of the weak calculus is expected (as opposed to “stronger” weak calculi
like [6]). However, like in other weak λ-calculi, weak System L is conﬂuent for
programs: closed terms of base type.
Deﬁnition 5.2 A program is a closed System L term of type Nat or Bool.
Deﬁnition 5.3 We call values the closed normal forms for →w.
Proposition 5.4 Values are the closed terms of this form:
v ::= Sn 0 | true | false | 〈t, u〉 | λx.t
Proof. By adapting the proof of adequacy (again, this result is not valid in the
untyped calculus). 
In the following, a term denoted by v will always be assumed to be a value.
Proposition 5.5 →w is conﬂuent on programs.
Proof. Assume t →∗w u1 and t →∗w u2, where t is of base type. Consider v1 and v2
the →w-normal forms of u1 and u2 respectively. v1 and v2 are values of base types,
hence are also normal forms for → (using Proposition 5.4). But → is conﬂuent,
thus has the property of unicity of normal forms. We conclude v1 = v2. 
6 Weak Strategies
We are now in a position to deﬁne reduction strategies for the weak System L similar
to known strategies for the weak λ-calculus. In this section, all strategies are weak:
they perform no reduction under abstraction, and, consistently, they are deﬁned
only on closed terms. We essentially just mention call-by-name and call-by-value,
while we will give more details on call-by-need, which can interestingly be deﬁned
directly in the calculus, in an operational way.
6.1 Call-by-name and call-by-value
Deﬁnition 6.1 Call-by-name reduction is leftmost outermost weak reduction. In
particular, iteration is by name. Call-by-value diﬀers from call-by-name by reducing
the argument of an application before contracting the redex and by using iteration
by value instead of iteration by name.
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Proposition 6.2 Call-by-name and call-by-value are strategies of weak System L.
Moreover, call-by-name is normalising (in the untyped weak System L).
Proof. They are clearly strategies. Normalisation is as in Proposition 6.6. 
Remark 6.3 Call-by-value is not normalising in the untyped calculus: recall Ω, a
(untypable) term without weak head normal form. Then iter 0 (λx.x) Ω starts an
inﬁnite reduction although the term has normal form λx.x.
6.2 Call-by-need
Under call-by-need (or lazy evaluation), an iterated term, not in normal form, is
evaluated at most once, regardless of how many times the term is iterated. Thus
such an iterated term may not be duplicated (by another iterator) before it has
been reduced and may be reduced only if actually used.
The standard, non operational, deﬁnition of call-by-need is: reduce the argu-
ment ﬁrst (i.e. use call-by-value) if it will be needed, do not reduce it otherwise (i.e.
use call-by-name). In general, it is diﬃcult to decide if an argument will be needed
or not in the syntax of the λ-calculus, and extra features are added to actually im-
plement call-by-need (sharing graphs, environments, explicit substitutions). Here,
the interesting point is that we can characterise call-by-need within the calculus.
Deﬁnition 6.4 Call-by-need is deﬁned by the weak strategy (still with the liberal
meaning) →l. See Table 3.
Lazy evaluation contexts:
L ::= [ ] | L t | SL | let 〈x, y〉 = L in t
| cond L u w | cond true L w | cond false u L
| iter L u w | iter 0 L w | iter (S t) u L
Base cases:
(λx.t)u →l t[u/x] fv(u) = ∅
let 〈x, y〉 = 〈t, t′〉 in u →l u[t/x][t′/y] fv(t) = fv(t′) = ∅
cond true u w →l u
cond false u w →l w
iter 0 u w →l u fv(w) = ∅
iter (S 0) u w →l w u fv(w) = ∅
iter (S(S t)) u v →l v (iter (S t) u v) fv(t) = fv(v) = ∅, v is a value
Context rule:
t →l v
L[t] →l L[v]
Table 3
Call-by-need
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Proposition 6.5 →l is a strategy for →w.
Proof. It is clear that →l ⊂ →w. Moreover, the normal forms for →w are values in
the sense of Proposition 5.4, as we can replace →w by →l in the proof of Adequacy
(Theorem 3.8). 
Proposition 6.6 →l reduces only needed redexes. Hence →l is normalising and it
has the same normal forms as →w (see Proposition 5.4).
Proof. Say that a position is needed if it is the position of a needed redex or if
it is above a needed position. By induction, it is easy to see that L only deﬁnes
contexts where the hole [ ] is in a needed position. In an orthogonal and fully
extended CERS, reducing only needed redexes terminates [15]. System L is not
fully extended because a non-redex can become a redex (if a term becomes closed).
But it is a sub-system of a suitable CERS (where we forget the conditions), which
is enough to get the result. 
Proposition 6.7 →l has the diamond property.
Proof. In this proof, we simply write → for →l, and we assume that there are
diverging reductions t1 ←p t →q t2 at positions p and q respectively. If p = q,
the same rule is used in both reductions, hence t1 = t2 and the reductions are
not diverging. If p and q are disjoint, the pair is joined in one step on each side
by applying the other rule at the corresponding position. Otherwise, one of the
positions is the outermost, let’s say p and write q = p · q′. We look at all possible
cases for the subterm t′ at position p.
• t′ = uw: by deﬁnition of L, u →q′ u′ so u = λx.s (by Proposition 5.4), and no
rule is applicable at the root of t′; this case thus does not happen.
• Similar argument for t′ = let 〈x, y〉 = w in u.
• t′ = cond true u w: u ← t′ →q′ cond true u′ w, then u→u′, cond true u′ f→u′.
• Similar argument for t′ = cond false u w and t′ = iter 0 u w.
• t′ = iter (S 0) u w: straightforward.
• t′ = iter (S(S s)) u w: reduction at the root is allowed only when w is a value,
thus the only possible innermost reduction is in s, and it is straightforward to
conclude.

6.3 Minimality
Eﬃciency is a very pragmatic notion. In many cases, there is no better argument
to demonstrate the eﬃciency of a strategy than a benchmark. On the contrary,
here, System L gives us enough grip to actually give a proof of the eﬃciency of
call-by-need. To measure eﬃciency, we just count the number of reduction steps;
hence minimality (Deﬁnition 3.4) corresponds to the most eﬃcient strategy. This
is a more realistic notion here than in the λ-calculus, because implicit substitution
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is always linear and all issues of duplication and erasure are explicit, hence taken
into account when counting the number of rewrite steps.
Theorem 6.8 (Minimality) →l is minimal, i.e. if t is a closed term, t →mw v and
t →nl v where v is a value, then n ≤ m.
Proof. We use Theorem 3.6 (see [26] for more details on these techniques). Through-
out this proof, we write  instead of →l and → instead of →w to improve read-
ability. Assume t1 p t →q t2. We want to show that there exists t3 such that
t1 →m t3 n t2 with m ≤ n. If the reductions are disjoint, this is easy because
redexes are preserved by disjoint reductions.
If q is above p, then the →q step is also a q step (deﬁnition of L and ) and
we may use the diamond property for , except in the case iter (S(S t)) u w′ 
iter (S(S t)) u w → w (iter (S t) u w) where t and w are closed and w is not a value.
This case requires some more work. First iter (S(S t)) u w′ → w′ (iter (S t) u w′)
and w (iter (S t) u w)  w′ (iter (S t) u w). Using Propositions 6.6 and 5.4, and
the fact that w′ is closed, we have w′ k λx.w′′, hence w′ (iter (S t) u w′) →k+1
w′′[iter (S t) u w′/x] and w′ (iter (S t) u w) k+1 w′′[iter (S t) u w/x]. Again,
w′′[iter (S t) u w/x] n v, where v is a value. If w is not at a needed position in
w′′[iter (S t) u w/x], then the same reduction can be mimicked on w′′[iter (S t) u w′/x].
Otherwise, for some multi-hole context C, this reduction can be decomposed as
w′′[iter (S t) u w/x]n1 C[w,w, . . . , w] C[w′, w, . . . , w]n2 v with n = n1+n2+
1, and we can mimic this reduction on w′′[iter (S t) u w′/x], omitting at least one step
(because at least one residual of a needed redex is needed): w′′[iter (S t) u w′/x]n1
C[w′, w′, . . . , w′]n′2 v with n′2 ≤ n2 (technically, this n
′
2 reduction is the projec-
tion of the n2 reduction after the reduction w  w′). In both cases, we indeed
have w′′[iter (S t) u w′/x] →m v n w′′[iter (S t) u w/x] with m ≤ n. This concludes
this case.
If q is below p and the →q step is not also a q step (otherwise, use Proposi-
tion 6.7), we look at all possible cases. There are three (by looking at the deﬁnition
of L and ). For instance, u  cond true u w → cond true u w′  u. The
cases for cond false u w and iter 0 u w are similar. The important point is that
w (iter t u v) iter (S t) u v → iter (S t) u v′ is not a case to consider (v is a normal
form for →w). 
Hence, thanks to Proposition 6.7, any sub-strategy (in particular any deter-
ministic one) of →l will also be minimal. It is already known that call-by-need is
optimal in a large class of rewrite systems, including weak λ-calculi [21]. However,
our present statement is much stronger because the notion of optimality in [21] takes
into account parallel reduction of family of redexes. In other words, it is assumed
that there is some adequate sharing mechanism that will allow all redexes of the
same family to be reduced at the same time. We should also mention that this
proof is a nice illustration of using the techniques of [26]. The call-by-need strategy
presented here is an eﬀective approximation of the internal needed strategy (whose
minimality for orthogonal TRSs is reproved in [26]), which retains minimality (in
our system; there is no hope of a similar result in general for orthogonal TRSs).
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Each iterated term is evaluated at most once and it is reduced only if actu-
ally used. It is remarkable that call-by-need is easily implementable without any
syntactic extension to the calculus. Note that this does not happen with standard
call-by-need, which is not expressible within the syntax of the λ-calculus: one has to
extend it with some explicit binding syntax (Wadsworth graph reductions, explicit
let bindings or explicit heap) to express sharing of subterm evaluation.
7 Conclusion
System L is a calculus that isolates the linear and non-linear components of a
computation. We have used this calculus to make a study of evaluation strategies in
this context, where it is precisely the non-linear aspects of the computation that we
need to control. This leads to a simple description of strategies and to a deﬁnition of
minimal strategies within the calculus. Moreover, We anticipate that we can make
heavy use of these results in current implementation work based around System L.
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